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ABSTRACT: We report here a new polymorph of
cocrystal CuQ2-TCNQ that shows an oriented single-
crystal-to-single-crystal phase transition along its a-axis at
ambient conditions. Upon mechanical stimulation, it
converts into another polymorph accompanied by almost
doubling its length and halving its thickness. Our
crystallographic studies indicate the dramatic changes in
crystal dimensions resulted from the prominent changes of
molecular stacking patterns. A reasonable mechanism for
the phenomenon was proposed on the basis of the
structural, microscopic, and thermal analysis.

Understanding structure−property relationships in molec-
ular polymorphs is an essential part of crystal chemistry.1

Many crystal materials have been found to exhibit distinct
properties (i.e., ferroelectricity, conductivity, and magnetism) in
different crystalline phases.2 However, the relationship between
the changes in crystal physical dimensions and crystal structure
during a phase transition has remained relatively unexplored.
This aspect is fundamental and important for an intuitive grasp
of the molecular packing mechanism, which may have
important technical implications for molecular mechanical
actuators and artificial muscles.3 The magnitude of crystal size
change during a phase transition depends on the structural
mismatch between the original and final lattices. Thus, normally
the mismatch is quite small to preserve the integrity of a single
crystal; otherwise the crystal will collapse.4 In this sense, a
single-crystal-to-single-crystal (SCSC) phase transition with
remarkable size changes could provide us with a good model to
study the correlation between the changes in the crystal interior
and its morphology. Here, we report a new crystal phase of a
classical cocrystal, 7,7,8,8-tetracyanoquinodimethane-p-bis(8-
hydroxyquinolinato)copper(II) (CuQ2-TCNQ, Form II),
whose dimensions change drastically (∼100% increase in
length and 50% reduction in thickness) under mechanical
stimulation (Figure 1 and Movie S1), similar to the malleable
deformation of metals. However, it was confirmed by the
single-crystal X-ray diffraction (SCXRD) studies that the visible
deformation process is a strict oriented SCSC phase transition,
which enables us to obtain concrete information about the
changes in crystal packing on the same sample after the phase
transition. Thus, this particular SCSC phase transition provides
a good model to understand the structure−property relation-
ships between crystal dimension changes and crystal structures.
The structure of cocrystal CuQ2-TCNQ (Form I), first

reported by Williams and Wallwork, belongs to triclinic system,

space group P1 ̅, with unit cell parameters of a = 7.120(7), b =
7.540(8), and c = 12.000(12) Å.5 In our experiments, CuQ2
and TCNQ were cocrystallized by ultrasonic dispersion in
chloroform and then evaporation of the solvent at room
temperature (see Supporting Information). The new poly-
morph of CuQ2-TCNQ (Form II) also belongs to the triclinic
system, space group P1 ̅, with unit cell parameters of a =
8.0350(5), b = 8.2606(6), and c = 9.7665(7) Å; its unit cell
volume (599.26 Å3) is slightly bigger than that of Form I (591.2
Å3) (Table S1).
The Form II crystal is morphologically stable in the ambient

environment. However, once the (001) face of a Form II crystal
was pricked with a metal needle, remarkable dimensional
changes were observed. The Form II crystal completely
transformed into Form I without breakage, which means
Form II is metastable relative to Form I at room temperature.
This phase transition process usually lasts for a few seconds.
Figure 2a shows the morphological changes of the crystal in
such a transition, where the length of the crystal was
approximately doubled and the surface defects of the crystal
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Figure 1. SCSC phase transition process with the (001) plane of Form
II as pressure-bearing surface.
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exhibited extended dimensions. Atomic force microscopy
images (Figure S1) of Form II crystal before and after the
phase transition show that wrinkles formed on the crystal
surface after the transition. During such a transition, the Form
II crystal transformed into Form I along the [100] direction
(Figure 2b), and the (001) plane of Form II changed into the
(111 ̅) plane of Form I on the same crystal. Furthermore, the
phase transition was also found when the (010) plane of Form
II was mechanically stimulated (Figure S2 and Movie S2).
Nevertheless, we have not observed the phase transition when
the (100) plane was the pressure-bearing face. These
observations suggest that the phase transition is anisotropic.
Differential scanning calorimetry (DSC) measurements were

performed on polycrystalline samples with size distribution of
0.1−1 mm to study the thermodynamic relations between the
two polymorphs. As shown in Figures 3 and S3, upon heating,

Form II crystals exhibited broad exothermic peaks from 224 to
235 K, which afterward was proved to correspond to the phase
transition to Form I by variable-temperature SCXRD. The
broad DSC peaks are caused by the broad size distribution of
the sample.6 (If using crystals with narrow size distribution,
only a single exothermic peak appears, as shown in Figure S4.)
Upon cooling, there are no heat flow peaks, which indicate that

the phase transition is monotropic.7 Therefore, Form II is
thermodynamically less favored than Form I.8 For Form II
crystals, slow heating (e.g., 1−10 °C/h) cannot trigger the
phase transition because of the high degree of crystal
perfection. So the metastable Form II crystals can exist in
ambient environment. However, the phase transition can be
triggered by introducing more defects in the crystal (rapid
heating, e.g., 10 °C/min, in the DSC experiment or mechanical
stimulation on specific faces of Form II). Moreover, it should
be noted here that the phase transition is essentially different
from the thermosalient effect (i.e., “jumping crystal”). The
“jumping crystal” phase transition is defined as endothermic,
and with positive change of unit cell volume, which is contrary
to the phase transition here.3c,d,6,9

The cocrystals containing TCNQ are often known as charge-
transfer complexes, in which the degree of charge transfer
should be taken into account. The degree of charge transfer in a
complex can be estimated from the geometry of TCNQ.10 In
the two polymorphs of CuQ2-TCNQ, the ratios c/(b + d) are
very close to each other (0.479(2) for Form II and 0.478(2) for
Form I; Figure S5 and Table S2), but slightly bigger than the
value in neutral TCNQ (0.476), corresponding to degrees of
charge transfer (ρ) of about 0.13(6) for Form II and 0.10(9)
for Form I. This result indicates that there is basically no
electronic state change between the two phases. This is further
corroborated by the CN stretching frequency of the two phases,
which is 2211 cm−1 in both cases (in neutral TCNQ the value
is 2223 cm−1; Figure S6).11 Thus, the phase transition is
different from the “neutral-to-ionic” phase transition in charge-
transfer complexes, where the latter is always associated with
great changes in electronic state and initiated by huge pressure
(usually GPa in magnitude).2a,c

Normally, the SCSC transition is accompanied by relatively
small changes of the original and final lattices to preserve the
integrity of a single-crystalline phase.3c,4 To understand the
origin of the extraordinarily large changes in crystal dimensions
of this phase transition, we investigated the change in packing
patterns in the same piece of crystal before and after the phase
transition. In Form II crystal (with dimensions 0.49 mm × 0.34
mm × 0.10 mm), each CuQ2 molecule connected with two
TCNQ and another two CuQ2 molecules via moderate C
H···N (d/Å, θ/°: 2.54, 165.2), CH···O (d/Å, θ/°: 2.59,
175.2), and weak CH···C (d/Å, θ/°: 2.82, 141.3)
interactions (Figure 4c). These intermolecular interactions
propagate through the cocrystal structure to form 2D layers,
with each layer making a dihedral angle of 55.6° with the (001)
plane. The molecular layers stack along an axis of [100]
direction with a repetition period equal to the length of the a-
axis (8.035 Å; Figure 4a).12 After the phase transition of the
crystal into Form I (with new dimensions 0.95 mm × 0.34 mm
× 0.05 mm; Figure 2b), the major face of the crystal has
changed from the (001) plane of Form II to the (111 ̅) plane of
Form I. Layered structure still appears in the Form I crystal, but
with remarkably weakened intralayer hydrogen bonds of C
H···N (d/Å, θ/°: 2.647, 161.2), CH···O (d/Å, θ/°: 2.669,
161.5), and CH···C (d/Å, θ/°: 2.893, 136.4). More
importantly, dramatic changes take place after the transition
in the stacking pattern of the layers: each layer leans to the
(111 ̅) face in Form I crystal with a dihedral angle of 27.7° along
a stack axis of nearly [101] direction and a repeat distance of
14.098 Å (Figure 4b). The changes in the packing motifs of the
molecular layersthe dihedral angle decreasing from 55.6° in
Form II to 27.7° in Form I and the repetition period increasing

Figure 2. (a) Scanning electron microscopy images of the crystal
before and after phase transition. The changes of surface defects on the
crystal are shown in the yellow rectangles. (b) Face-indexing graphics
of the same piece of crystal before and after the phase transition.

Figure 3. DSC curves of Form II (size distribution of 0.1−1 mm) with
rate of 10 K min−1 in a heating−cooling cycle.
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from 8.035 Å in Form II to 14.098 Å in Form Iresult in the
crystal being approximately half its original thickness and
double its original length. On the other hand, the average
interlayer separation is 3.30 and 3.32 Å for Form II and Form I,
respectively, which suggests that the interlayer interactions are
weaker than the intralayer interactions in both forms and the
structures are anisotropic.
Variable-temperature SCXRD data of Form II were collected

from 100 to 225 K at 25 K increments. The evolution of
changes in the axial length as a function of temperature is
shown in Figure 5. The unit cell parameters undergo huge

changes at 225 K corresponding to the occurrence of the phase
transition, which is consistent with the result from the DSC
experiment. Furthermore, it can be seen that the increasing rate
of the a-axis is much bigger than that of the b-axis, in good
agreement with the anisotropic nature of the crystal structure.
This anisotropy and the oriented phase transition along the a-
axis can be rationalized by the fact that the interlayer
interactions (a-axis direction) are weaker than intralayer
interactions (b-axis direction). On the other hand, for layered
crystals, it has been suggested that the bigger the interplanar
spacing, the smaller the attachment energy is, such that the
crystals tend to slip along the crystallographic plane with the
smallest attachment energy.13 In Form II crystal, the interplanar
spacings of (001) (9.226 Å) and (010) (7.926 Å) are
significantly larger than for other planes (Figure S7). Therefore,
only when the (001) or (010) plane acts as the pressure-
bearing face can the phase transition be initiated.
We have observed that the duration of the phase transition is

several seconds. For a crystal with length of about 0.1 mm, the
speed of the phase transition is approximately 0.01 mm/s. Such
a phase transition is 107−108 times slower than the speed of
elastic wave in solids, and also much slower than the speed of
the thermosalient transitions.6,14 This suggests that the phase
transition is not a martensitic phase transformation, which is
characterized by instantaneous and homogeneous move-
ments,15 but occurs by nucleation and gradual growth of
macroscopic domains of the product lattice.16 Additionally, the
defects on the crystal surface are maintained and elongated after
the phase transition (Figure 2a), which also suggests that the
neighbors of every molecule are conserved within the 2D layers
but the distances between them have increased. Thus, we
propose a reasonable mechanism to describe the phase
transition as follows: at first, mechanical stimulation on the
surface of Form II crystals produces a large number of nuclei,
which results in molecular rearrangement triggering the phase
transition; then, reconstruction of the 2D layers takes place
layer-by-layer; finally, the complete transition induces dramatic
changes in the dimensions of the crystals.
In summary, we demonstrated a SCSC phase transition with

remarkable crystal dimension changes. Crystal structure analysis
before and after the transition indicates a reasonable
mechanism by which the differences in the layer stacking
patterns in two polymorphs are responsible for this oriented
phase transition. The structure−property relationships between
the changes of crystal size and crystal structures during the
phase transition carry significant implications for crystal
chemistry and molecular self-actuating devices. Further
investigations to seek reversible phase transitions with similar
behaviors on shape changes are currently in progress, through
which we hope to get a deeper understanding of structure−
property relationships in molecular polymorphism and find
their applications in molecular mechanical actuators.
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Figure 4. (a) Crystal packing of Form II (viewed down the b-axis).
The molecular layers make an angle of 55.6° with (001), and the stack
axis is [100]. (b) Crystal packing of Form I (view down [11̅0]). The
molecular layers make an angle of 27.7° with (111 ̅), and the stack axis
is nearly [101] (green arrow). (c) Layer structure shows CH···N,
CH···O, and CH···C interactions in both forms.

Figure 5. Variable-temperature unit cell data of Form II from SCXRD,
showing that the Form II crystal could transform to Form I at 225 K
on heating. Vertical error bars are contained within the markers. Inset:
partial enlarged detail picture, showing the very different expansion
coefficients with temperature for all axial lengths in Form II.
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